
A LITERARY ANALYSIS OF CATS CRADLE BY VONNEGUT

A summary of Analysis in Kurt Vonnegut's Cat's Cradle. Vonnegut employs humor as a means to make his reader
assume a critical stance toward the " sacred.

Who is Secret Agent X-9? The third concept is the concept of absolute knowledge and the idea of attaining it
through science and experimentation, which relates to the themes of progress through his use parody. His
number one trick is to use flamboyant anti-realism to convey realistic emotions. Table of Contents Analysis
Cat's Cradle is laced with irony and parody, but it is necessary to recognize the underlying implications of
Vonnegut's humor. How did Ice Nine come to be created? He watched his father waste away and his mother
commit suicide. And you better take it lightly, because if you don't you'll go off weeping and shoot yourself".
Vonnegut may firmly believe that the only thing beyond the grave is a big flashing neon sign reading "No
Vacancy," but if religion can stand in between us and the Abyss long enough to distract us and keep our lives
happy, then more power to those of faith. In Bokononist terms, however, it translates roughly as saying there
is no decipherable meaning in the workings of the world, but we can play as if there were some. The reader
ends up with the suggestion that it is better to want nothing at all, as though all human pursuits really are
meaningless and nothing can bring happiness. These parodies express postmodernisms key principles and
show the flaws in modern ethic. Retrieved  Furthermore, his conversion to Bokononism foreshadows the
eventual coming of Bokonon himself, who does not actually appear until the very end of the book. In the
words of Vonnegut's Theodore Sturgeon-esque pulp science fiction writer Kilgore Trout, "being alive is a
crock of shit. His life has been so focused on his scientific research, that he often seems to forget that he has
children, or sees them simply as small roommates who can take care of themselves. Whether Vonnegut is
right, whether there is a god or not, whether that god cares one whit about us or not, many still choose faith.
The text describes characters whose motivations are unique a reporter, for instance, whose work leads him to a
new religion and new job as dictator of an island nation but whose presentation is easily comprehensible. Who
is Zinka? This text can provide challenging and appropriate study for high school students. Science became a
revered institution of truth and knowledge, and few people seriously questioned whether the truth and
knowledge of modern science were necessarily beneficial. The Nation. It rejoices in accepting that its ideals
are not true. In a way, John and Ishmael , the narrator for Moby-Dick, share the same traits as simultaneously
a protagonist and a minor character. Unfortunately, he did not have the presence of mind to realize that the
remnants he left for his children to find would ultimately lead the world to the fate that he was trying to avoid,
simply because his children could not resist the power that his discovery would give them. If everything we
trust in is empty and false when viewed beneath the microscope, then where do we go from here? Thus, the
truth that he created through science was at once a danger to humanity. Characters[ edit ] 'The narrator' is a
writer named Jonah, also known as John, who describes the events in the book with humorous and sarcastic
detail. He eloquently constructs a tale filled with parodies of absolute truth and modern concepts. What is the
significance of this description? He was blacklisted as a Communist sympathizer during the McCarthy era.
Writing might be a merciless process, sure, but what comes out the other end has to be fun. She thus found
herself stuck in a loveless marriage.


